ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Congratulations on your purchase of your Cruiser Caddie. This is a guide for you initial
assembly and setup.
This is a list of items you should have received:
- Truck section
- Ramp section
- Four pipe supports
- Wheel chock / Carriage with support bar
- Winch
- Mini ramp
- Two hold down bars
- Four Ratchet straps
- Two soft straps

1) Bolt winch onto the truck section.
2) Screw pipe supports into truck section.
3) Bolt support bar onto wheel chock/carriage making sure ears are pointing
Towards rear of carriage.
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4) Slide truck section into truck.
5) Set and install hold down bars.
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6) Slide carriage into end of truck section.
7) Screw pipe supports into bottom end of ramp section.

8) Lock ramp section into truck section
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9) Strap top of ramp section to bumper or trailer hitch
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10) Connect winch to carriage.
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11) Connect winch to battery (red to + )
12) Lower carriage to bottom of ramp section. Note: whenever you are lowering
Carriage there must be a downward tension on the cable.

13) Insert carriage locking pins.
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14) Place mini ramp onto back of carriage.
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15) Load bike into carriage. (The tire shoe in the carriage is adjustable. The present
Setting is correct for most tire sizes)
16) Attach soft straps to front lower forks directly above where fender bolts onto
forks. Do not over tighten straps.
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17) Attach ratchet straps from forks to ends of carriage support bar. Adjust straps so
bike is in a straight and upright position.
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18) Remove mini ramp.
19) Remove carriage locking pins.
20) Using winch remote control pull bike onto truck.

21)
22)
23)
24)

Remove straps from top of ramp section.
Slide ramp section into truck and secure.
Secure bike to truck.
To unload simply reverse process.

Note: when unloading bike you must assert pressure back on bike while holding the
out button on the winch remote until back wheel of bike is on the down section of the
ramp.
If you have any questions feel free to contact us.
Phone 610-323-9439
Thank you and enjoy your ride.

